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"Southern Boss, I can hand over Cynthion Group, but I have a question for you and Rodney!" Leon said casually and narrowed

his eyes sharply.

"What is it?" The Southern Boss raised his eyebrow, seemingly interested in Leon's offering.

His true intention in attacking Leon was always to take over Cynthion Group, so he was more than willing to answer questions if

it meant that Leon would hand over the company along with all the recipes.

"It's simple. I want to ask Rodney how he managed to kill Mister Yonas! Who was it that destroyed Mister Yonas' internal

circulation?" Leon kept his eyes on Rodney intently; his sharp gaze piercing like a blade.

"What? I didn’t kill Yonas! I don't know what you are talking about!" Stunned, Rodney instantly started panicking.

He assumed that he planned everything perfectly and did not leave any trace behind, so no one would know that he was

responsible for Yonas's death apart from the Fourth Apostle, Fiona, and Joel, who were involved.

However, not only did Leon guess that he was the culprit, but he also pointed out that Yonas died because his internal circulation

was destroyed, and it completely caught Rodney offguard.

Shaken to the core, Rodney lost his composure.

"I know what I'm saying! I managed to find Fiona and she told me herself that you killed Yonas! She can't possibly be lying!"

Seeing how Rodney was flustered, Leon released his power at Rodney assertively without giving Rodney any chance to think.

"No! That's not possible! I sent Fiona out of the Southern region yesterday so you shouldn't have found her!" Rodney blurted out.

"Rodney, shut up! Don’t fall for his trick!" The Southern Boss's expression darkened, but it was too late.

"H- How dare you tricked me?!" Realization dawned on Rodney that he was fooled.

"So what if I tricked you? Rodney, as expected, you are responsible for Mister Yonas's death. How shameless can you be to

frame me for doing it?" Leon roared.

Though he did guess that Rodney was responsible, it was merely a guess and he had no evidence to support this theory.

However, Rodney already admitted to his crime indirectly and the last doubt in Leon's mind finally cleared.

Apart from him, Angus and the other Thompsons heard it as well.

Yonas was Angus's family and Angus was furious upon learning how Rodney viciously killed Yonas and blamed it on Leon,

causing the division between the first and second bloodlines of the Thompsons.
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